
 

Are you missing information about your tent rental  
that is going to cause stress and confusion later on?

AVOID THESE COMMON MISTAKES 
TO ENSURE A SMOOTH EVENT

8 MISTAKES TO AVOID WHEN RENTING 
AN EVENT TENT IN MANITOBA
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MISTAKE #1: NOT BOOKING EARLY ENOUGH

Trying to book a tent less than 6 months in advance could result in no tent at all.  Short booking 
notice could lead to a frantic situation of multiple phone calls ending the same way: “Sorry, but we’re 
all booked up that day”. 
Don’t know when to rent?  We at Tentation Rentals recommend securing your tent at least 9 to 12 
months in advance where possible, 6 months at the latest. 
The earlier you call, the more options you’ll have.  With enough notice, we can even help you build a 
customized space for your event.

MISTAKE #2: NOT HAVING AN APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF GUESTS

The number of guests and what’s going inside the tent has an impact on everything.  Not having an 
approximate number of attendees when you call a tent rental company means they won’t know the 
size you need or how much it will cost.
Don’t know your guest count yet? We at Tentation Rentals recommend asking, “What is your most 
popular size of tent based on the kind event I’m having?”
We can provide you with a quote for an average size tent for your kind of an event. Then we’ll help 
you figure out what else is going to take up space and plan the layout that works best for you.

MISTAKE #3 NOT UNDERSTANDING THE TENT ‘FOOTPRINT’

Not having enough space for the footprint of the tent (the ropes and stakes to hold it in the ground) 
will cause problems. This will affect the look, functionality and safety of the event.  Hitting 
underground Hydro, Natural Gas, Telephone and Internet lines can be catastrophic OR FATAL.
Don’t know how much space is needed?  We at Tentation Rentals recommend asking for a Site 
Survey Checklist. We can give guidance on how to measure the space needed for your tent soze 
and provide you with all the contact information to for utilities (Hydro, MTS, Shaw etc). We can even 
provide you with a site visit if necessary.
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MISTAKE #4 NOT RENTING EXTRA

If you only rent exactly what you need right now, you’ll realize too late that guests will be standing 
out in the elements or squished in when the tent walls go up because of weather.
Since tent events are usually a bit more casual, guests will often RSVP at the last minute, altering 
your needs late in the game. You also need to include wedding professionals in your seat count. 
which means knowing exactly how many assistants they are each bringing.
Don’t know how much extra you’ll need?  We at Tentation Rentals recommend basing your extras at 
about 8 - 10% of your total guests count. A guest list of 150 guests would need an extra 15 or so 
chairs, 1 - 2 extra tables and about 15 - 20 ft of tent for room for caterers equipment, dance floor, 
mingling space, etc.

MISTAKE #6 - NOT UNDERSTANDING YOUR ELECTRICAL NEEDS

Without enough electrical power, you will have multiple issues on your hands all at once. The 
distance between the tent and any buildings or backup power options is important to note. The 
further away you are, the more electricity you’ll need, the heavier the cords you’ll need and the more 
circuits you’ll need.
Not sure of your electrical needs?  We at Tentation Rentals recommend using our Tent Electrical 
sheet to provide you with an estimate of how much power you’ll need (amperage), how many plugs 
you’ll need (circuits), and how much back up you’ll need (generators).

MISTAKE #5 - NO ROOM FOR THE CATERER

Having your caterer unload equipment, serve food, and clean up in plain sight of the guests is tacky 
to look at, distracting for the guests, and disrupts the flow of the event. 
Not sure how to provide a space for the caterer?  We at Tentation Rentals recommend asking for an 
appropriate size caterer’s tent to be set-up nearby.  Or request extra space within your marquee tent 
that you can then partition off and hide the caterer, creating a smoother event.
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MISTAKE #7 NOT HAVING A WEATHER PLAN

Without a weather plan, you’re dancing with danger. Manitoba weather can change fast and will 
cause guests to run and take cover, important timeline items to get pushed back and guests to be 
either chilly or hot.
Don’t know how create a weather plan?  We at Tentation Rentals recommend asking for a Weather 
Plan sheet to fill out. It includes: Call Time (when to decide), Rain Prep items, Heat Prep Items, Wind 
Plan and where to look for weather information so you can feel secure. Once filled out, you can 
share it with your team so everyone is on the same page.  We can also recommend where to get 
heaters, fans, and umbrellas.

MISTAKE #8 - PACKING AND STACKING YOUR OWN TABLES AND CHAIRS

At the end of the event, when everyone is tired, forcing your family and friends to stack tables and chairs 
takes away from them feeling like guests.  Not only that, putting them to work physically could lead to 
injury or damage to the items which you’ll have to pay for. 
Not sure what to do after the event?  We at Tentation Rentals recommend you ensure that all tables are 
cleared off and leave the rest for us to clean up. We’ll stack the chairs and tables quickly and properly so 
you don’t don’t have to. This will save you from any possible injury or damage during clean-up.  

Still Want To Learn More About Tent Events?
Did you know that most customers planning an outdoor tent event aren’t given all the pieces to the puzzle 
because tent companies hold info back?  This can cause them to feel frustrated by pitfalls. 
Planning an outdoor event shouldn’t be hard.  Rather, it should be smooth and organized.  That’s where 
Tentation Rentals can help!
Tents can range from $499 to $2,500 depending on many details.  A phone conversation will help us get 
all the info needed to make the best recommendations for you.  Since a tent is a large structure that 
requires a great deal of effort to install safely, we need all the details we can get to ensure everything is 
done right.
We currently have a promotion running for anyone who has read this document.  Just mention the “8 
Mistakes you must avoid when renting an event tent in Manitoba” when we talk and we’ll apply it to your 
quote!
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